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Tax: Planning/ Avoidance/ Evasion – OECD Definitions
Tax Planning

“Arrangement of a person’s business and /or private
affairs in order to minimize tax liability” - i.e. to take
full advantage of all eligible tax exemptions,
deductions,
concessions, rebates,
allowances
permitted under the Act.

Tax Avoidance

An arrangement of a tax payer’s affairs that is
intended to reduce his liability, although the
arrangement could be strictly legal and it is usually in
contradiction with the intent of the law it purports to
follow.

Tax Evasion

A term that is difficult to define but which is generally
used to mean illegal arrangements where liability to
tax is hidden or ignored i.e. the tax payer pays less tax
than he is legally obligated to pay by hiding income or
information from tax authorities.
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Tax: Planning/ Avoidance/ Evasion – Draft guidelines regarding
implementation of GAAR dated 28 June 2012
The draft guidelines on GAAR define tax evasion by stating that it is generally
the result of illegality, suppression, misrepresentation and fraud. On the
other hand, about tax avoidance it says that it is the result of actions taken by
the assessee, none of which or no combination of which is illegal or
forbidden by the law itself.
About ‘Tax mitigation’ it says that it is a situation where the taxpayer takes
advantage of a fiscal incentive afforded to him by the tax legislation by
actually submitting to the conditions and economic consequences that the
particular tax legislation entails.
Tax mitigation, as distinct from tax avoidance, is allowed under the tax
statute.

However, practically at times the dividing line between what constitutes
permissible and impermissible tax avoidance is very thin.
The law on this has so far been shaped in India through judgments delivered
by the courts, and in many of these landmark cases tax planning has been
held to be legitimate / tax avoidance has been held to be impermissible
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Substance over Form
Tax Avoidance vs. Tax Planning
1. Subject matter of long litigation between authority and assessees
2. Various courts have held that any colourable device to reduce tax
liability in India as invalid.
3. Rule of ‘Substance over Form’ would prevail
‘Substance over Form’ principle:
1. Look at economic/ real form of transaction rather than on legal
form.
2. Examine the real motive of the transaction/ lift the veil.
3. Disregard any colourable device of assessee which aims at
avoiding taxes
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Substance over Form
Anti-Avoidance Rules needed to empower tax authorities to:
1. Scrutinize any mal-practice and examine transactions in detail.
2. Address any act of tax-avoidance undertaken in a legalised form,
which lacks commercial substance.
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Age old tiff between
‘Substance’ and ‘Form’
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HOUSE OF LORDS in DUKE OF WESTMINSTER vs. COMMISSIONERS
OF INLAND REVENUE [1936] AC 1, [1935]
If all that is meant by the doctrine is that having once ascertained the
legal rights of the parties you may disregard mere nomenclature and
decide the question of taxability or non-taxability in accordance with
the legal rights, well and good.
If, on the other hand, the doctrine means that you may brush aside
deeds, disregard the legal rights and liabilities arising under a contract
between parties, and decide the question of taxability or nontaxability upon the footing of the rights and liabilities of the parties
being different from what in law they are, then I entirely dissent from
such a doctrine.
- Lord Russell of Killowen
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HOUSE OF LORDS in W T RAMSAY LTD vs. INLAND REVENUE
COMMISSIONERS [1982] AC 300
Although the separate steps of a scheme were "genuine" and had to
be accepted under the doctrine of Duke of Westminster, the Court
could consider the scheme as a whole and was not confined to a step
by step examination of it
It would be quite wrong and a faulty analysis to segregate from what
was an integrated and interdependent series of operations in
onestep, and to attach fiscal consequences to that step regardless of
the other steps and operations with which it was integrated.
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HOUSE OF LORDS in MACNIVEN (HER MAJESTY'S INSPECTOR OF TAXES)
vs. WESTMORELAND INVESTMENTS LIMITED [2001] UKHL 6
Some of the difficulty which may have been felt in reconciling the Ramsay
case with the Duke of Westminster's case arises out of an ambiguity in
Lord Tomlin's statement* that the courts cannot ignore "the legal
position" and have regard to "the substance of the matter".

If "the legal position" is that the tax is imposed by reference to a legally
defined concept, such as stamp duty payable on a document which
constitutes a conveyance on sale, the court cannot tax a transaction
which uses no such document on the ground that it achieves the same
economic effect.
On the other hand, if the legal position is that tax is imposed by reference
to a commercial concept, then to have regard to the business
"substance" of the matter is not to ignore the legal position but to give
effect to it.
*Lord Tomlin’s statement in Duke of Westminster
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HOUSE OF LORDS in FURNISS vs. DAWSON [1984] AC 474
Where there was a pre-ordained series of transactions or single
composite transaction, steps inserted that had no commercial or
business purpose other than avoiding a liability to tax were to be
disregarded,
the end result being looked at and taxed according to the terms of the
particular statute in question;
that that approach was not confined to self-cancelling transactions
nor to arrangements where the parties were contractually bound to
take each step.
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SUPREME COURT IN JIYAJEERAO COTTON MILLS LTD. vs CIT IN 1958 34 ITR
888
Every person is entitled so to arrange his affairs as to avoid taxation but the
arrangement must be real and genuine and not a sham or make-believe
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SUPREME COURT IN CIT vs. A. RAMAN & CO. IN 1968 67 ITR 11
Counsel for the Commissioner contended that if by resorting to a "device or
contrivance", income which would normally have been earned by the
assessee is divided between the assessee and another person, the Income
tax Officer would be entitled to bring the entire income to tax as if it had
been earned by him. SC held that law does not oblige a trader to make the
maximum profit that he can out of his trading transactions.
Avoidance of tax liability by so arranging commercial affairs that charge of
tax is distributed is not prohibited.
A taxpayer may resort to a device to divert the income before it accrues or
arises to him.
Effectiveness of the device depends not upon considerations of morality,
but on the operation of the Income-tax Act.

Legislative injunction in taxing statutes may not. except on peril of penalty,
be violated, but it may lawfully be circumvented.
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SUPREME COURT IN CIT vs. M/S. MOTOR AND GENERAL STORES (P.) LTD
IN 1967 66 ITR 692
In the absence of any suggestion of bad faith or fraud the true principle is
that the taxing statute has to be applied in accordance with the legal rights
of the parties to the transaction.
When the transaction is embodied in a document the liability to tax
depends upon the meaning and content of the language used in
accordance with the ordinary rules of construction.
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GUJARAT HIGH COURT IN CIT vs. SAKARLAL BALABHAI IN 1968 69 ITR 186
The avoidance of tax liability must be a deliberate act.

The purpose or intention of the assessee must be to achieve avoidance of
tax liability.
The transaction must be a concerted action directed to the end of
avoidance of liability for tax.
If the transaction is entered into for a different purpose and is not
intended to achieve avoidance of liability for tax, it would not be hit by
the section even if, as a result of the transaction, tax liability is in fact
avoided.
What is necessary in order to attract the applicability of the section is that
avoidance of tax must be the end intended to be achieved by the assessee
in entering into the transaction
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SUPREME COURT IN CIT vs. B.M. KHARWAR IN 1969 72 ITR 603
The taxing authority is entitled and is indeed bound to determine the true
legal relation resulting from a transaction.
If the parties have chosen to conceal by a device the legal relation, it is
open to the taxing authorities to unravel the device and to determine the
true character of the relationship.
But the legal effect of a transaction cannot be displaced by probing into
the "substance of the transaction".
This principle applies alike to cases in which the legal relation is recorded in
a formal document, and to cases where it has to be gathered from
evidence—oral and documentary—and conduct of the parties to the
transaction.
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SUPREME COURT in MC DOWELL & COMPANY LIMITED vs. CTO IN 1986
AIR 649
Tax planning may be legitimate provided it is within the framework of law.
Colourable devices cannot be part of tax planning and it is wrong to
encourage or entertain the belief that it is honourable to avoid the
payment of tax by resorting to dubious methods. It is the obligation of
every citizen to pay the taxes honestly without resorting to subterfuges.
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SUPREME COURT IN UOI vs AZADI BACHAO ANDOLAN IN [2003] 263 ITR
706
If the Court finds that notwithstanding a series of legal steps taken by an
assessee, the intended legal result has not been achieved, the Court might
be justified in overlooking the intermediate steps, but it would not be
permissible for the Court to treat the intervening legal steps as non-est
based upon some hypothetical assessment of the 'real motive' of the
assessee.
An act which is otherwise valid in law can be treated as non-est merely on
the basis of some underlying motive supposedly resulting in some economic
detriment or prejudice to the national interests, as perceived by the
respondents

The citizen is free to act in a manner according to his requirements, his
wishes in the manner of doing any trade, activity or planning his affairs with
circumspection, within the framework of law, unless the same fall in the
category of colourable device which may properly be called a device or a
dubious method or a subterfuge clothed with apparent dignity
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SUPREME COURT IN VODAFONE INTERNATIONAL HOLDINGS B.V. vs. UOI &
ANR. IN [2012] 1 SCR 573
To ascertain the legal nature of the transaction one has to look at the entire
transaction as a whole and not to adopt a dissecting approach

Factors to be kept in mind – the concept of participation in investment, the
duration of time during which the Holding Structure exists; the period of
business operations in India; the generation of taxable revenues in India; the
timing of the exit; the continuity of business on such exit.
Conceptual difference between pre-ordained transaction which is created for
tax avoidance purposes and a transaction evidencing investment to
participate in India

It cannot be said that the structure was created or used as a sham or tax
avoidant, where the structure has existed for a considerable length of time
generating taxable revenues right from 1994, transaction satisfies all the
parameters of “participation in investment.
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AFTERMATH OF VODAFONE JUDGEMENT
FORMAL INSERTION OF GAAR PROVISIONS IN THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
Extract of the Memorandum to the Finance Bill, 2012 –
“The question of substance over form has consistently arisen in the
implementation of taxation laws. In the Indian context, judicial decisions have
varied. While some courts in certain circumstances had held that legal form of
transactions can be dispensed with and the real substance of transaction can be
considered while applying the taxation laws, others have held that the form is to
be given sanctity. The existence of anti-avoidance principles are based on various
judicial pronouncements. There are some specific anti-avoidance provisions but
general anti-avoidance has been dealt only through judicial decisions in specific
cases.
………………In the above background and keeping in view the aggressive tax
planning with the use of sophisticated structures, there is a need for statutory
provisions so as to codify the doctrine of “substance over form” where the real
intention of the parties and effect of transactions and purpose of an
arrangement is taken into account for determining the tax consequences,
irrespective of the legal structure that has been superimposed to camouflage the
real intent and purpose.
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POST VODAFONE JUDGEMENT – INTERNATIONAL JURISPRUDENCE
Supreme Court of Korea in Carrefour – 2012Du16466 dated 10th July
2014
The substance over form principle requires that, where the nominal
owner of the property has no capacity to control or manage the
property, there is a separate person who substantively controls or
manages such property through right of control of the nominal owner,
and such disparity between nominal owner and substantive owner
arose from a purpose to avoid tax, income from such property should
be attributed to the person who substantively controls and manages
such property as the taxpayer.

However, where there is no such discrepancy between nominal
owner and substantive owner, the income should be attributed to
the nominal owner of the income.
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POST VODAFONE JUDGEMENT – INTERNATIONAL JURISPRUDENCE
UNITED STATES COURT OF APPEALS IN REDDAM vs. C.I.R. IN 755 F.3D
1051 (2014)

The economic substance doctrine focuses both "on the subjective
aspect of whether the taxpayer intended to do anything other than
acquire tax deductions, and the objective aspect of whether the
transaction had any economic substance other than creation of tax
benefits
The economic substance doctrine is not a “rigid two-step analysis”, but
instead focuses holistically on whether “the transaction had any
practical economic effects other than the creation of income tax
losses”
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POST VODAFONE JUDGEMENT – INTERNATIONAL JURISPRUDENCE
UNITED STATES TAX COURT IN SUMMA HOLDINGS, INC. vs. C.I.R. IN 848
F.3d 779 (2017) dated February 16, 2017

"Form" is "substance" when it comes to law.
The words of law (its form) determine content (its substance).

How odd, then, to permit the tax collector to reverse the sequence —
to allow him to determine the substance of a law and to make it
govern "over" the written form of the law — and to call it a "doctrine"
no less.
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POST VODAFONE JUDGEMENT – INTERNATIONAL JURISPRUDENCE
UNITED STATES TAX COURT IN CELIA MAZZEI vs. COMMISSIONER OF
INTERNAL REVENUE IN 150 T.C. No. 7 dated March 5, 2018
Any one may so arrange his affairs that his taxes shall be as low as
possible; he is not bound to choose that pattern which will best pay
the Treasury; there is not even a patriotic duty to increase one’s
taxes.

But this does not mean that we should ignore the substance of the
taxpayer’s transactions.
When someone calls a dog a cow and then seeks a subsidy provided
by statute for cows, the obvious response is that this is not what the
statute means
There’s overlap between substance over-form principles and
economic-substance doctrine, but one way of thinking about
substance-over-form is that it is a rule of tax law that directs courts to
decide ambiguous questions of fact by looking to the realities of a
situation and not the labels parties put on them
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SPECIFIC ANTI AVOIDANCE RULES
1. SAAR – set of rules to counter specific abusive behaviour/
malpractice by assessee, which are “known”
2. “Known” would constitute something which may already have
happened or which could foreseeably happen in respect of tax
avoidance.
3. SAAR lays down specific situations or conditions for invocation.

4. SAAR provides certainty to the tax payer and are intended not to
grant any discretion to tax authorities at the same time.
5. Have limited scope of application and hence have inherent
limitations in curbing all possible cases of tax evasion. The tax
authorities cannot possibly make SAAR’s for all situations of tax
avoidance.

6. SAAR being specific help reduce time/ cost involved in tax
litigation
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SPECIFIC ANTI AVOIDANCE RULES
Section

Particulars

Section 2(22)

Meaning of ‘Dividend’ and dividend deemed in certain
cases

Section 14A

Disallowance of expenditure in relation to income not
includible in total income

Section 40A(2) & Excessive /unreasonable payment to specified related
92
parties not deductible
Section 50C

Deeming the sale consideration at the value adopted by
stamp valuation authority in case of transfer of land
and building at less than fair value

Section 56(2)

Any transfer of property at nil or inadequate
consideration deemed as income of recipient

Section 60

Clubbing of income where income is transferred
without transfer of assets

Section 61

Revocable transfer of assets
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SPECIFIC ANTI AVOIDANCE RULES
Section

Particulars

Section 64

Clubbing of income of ‘spouse’ and “minor child”

Section 79

Carry forward and set off of losses of closely held
companies

Section 80IC & No tax benefits to a business formed by splitting up, or
other
similar the reconstruction or a business already in existence;
provisions
Denying tax benefits to a business formed by transfer
to a new business of machinery or plant previously
used for any purpose.
Section 93

Avoidance of income tax by transactions resulting in
transfer of income to non-residents

Section 94

Avoidance of income tax by certain transactions in
securities

Section 115QA

Tax on distributed income arising in buyback of shares
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Why GAAR
1. SAAR - counters only specific abusive behaviour/ malpractice by
assessee.
2. However, various other tax-avoidance practices undertaken by
taxpayers under the garb of legalized form of transaction/
arrangement, for which no SAAR provisions available.
3. The objective is to counter through a structured mechanism,
potential evasion which cannot be provided for /predicted under the
existing legislation.
4. Revenue needed a tool to support SAAR and cover transactions which
are not covered by SAAR.
5. However, GAAR cannot check tax evasion but only tax avoidance as it
cannot counter something which is not reported.
6. Under the normal circumstances, where a specific SAAR is applicable,
GAAR will not be invoked.
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Why GAAR
Counter any tax avoidance practices / schemes which result in a
serious loss of revenue to Tax Authority

Codify the concept of “substance over form”

Examine cases of aggressive tax planning with use of sophisticated
structures

Plugging legal loopholes that may possibly result in tax-avoidance

Critical examination of inbound/outbound transactions and check
cases of Treaty Shopping
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GAAR TIMELINE

Proposed in DTC
2009 & 2010

Introduced vide
Finance Act, 2012 –
deferred to April
2013

Shome Committee
to examine GAAR –
[July 2012]

Modified and
Deferred for 2 years
till April 2015 –
[February 2013]

Modified and
Deferred for 2 years
till April 2017 –
[February 2015]

Investments prior
to April 2017
grandfathered –
[Notified in June
2016]

GAAR is applicable
w.e.f. 1st April 2017
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GAAR – A vexatious inquisition
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GAAR – Overview

1. Applicable to all taxpayers, resident/non-resident, corporate/noncorporate.
2. Applicable to all arrangements, whether business/non-business,
so long as conditions for invocation are met.
3. Uncertainty on the overlapping of SAAR and GAAR, though the
draft guidelines do clarify that under normal circumstances,
where specific SAAR is applicable, GAAR will not be invoked.
4. However, in an exceptional case of abusive behaviour on the part
of a taxpayer that might defeat a SAAR, GAAR could also be
invoked.
5. GAAR does not imply that more SAAR will not be introduced in
law over the years. As methods of tax evasion become known, it is
advisable to target them through SAAR, as it cuts down on the
discretion available with tax authorities while assessing such
transactions.
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CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961 & RULES THEREOF
Section

Particulars

95

Applicability of General Anti-Avoidance Rule

96

Impermissible avoidance arrangement

97

Arrangement to lack commercial substance

98

Consequences of impermissible avoidance arrangement

99

Treatment of connected person and accommodating party

100

Application of this Chapter

101

Framing of guidelines

102

Definitions

144BA

Reference to Principal Commissioner or Commissioner in certain cases

Rule

Particulars

10U

Application of General Anti Avoidance Rule

10UA

Determination of consequences of impermissible avoidance arrangement

10UB

Notice, Forms for reference under section 144BA

10UC

Time limits
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GAAR – Impermissible Avoidance Arrangement – Section 96
Arrangement having main purpose or one of
the main purposes to obtain tax benefit
and

Fulfils any of the
following 4 tests

Creates
rights/
obligations
which are
not at arm’s
length

and
/or

Misuse or
abuse of
existing
provisions

and
/or

Lacks or is
deemed to
lack
commercial
substance

and
/or

Not a bona
fide
transaction
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IMPERMISSIBLE AVOIDANCE ARRANGEMENT – Section 96

Results in
abuse of the
Act

Not at arm’s
length

Main
purpose to
obtain tax
benefit

Lacks
commercial
substance

Not for a
bona fide
purpose
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GAAR – AS DEFINED IN CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
1. GAAR - An impermissible avoidance arrangement
2.

“Arrangement“** means any step in, or a part or whole of, any transaction,
operation, scheme, agreement or understanding, whether enforceable or
not, and includes the alienation of any property in such transaction,
operation, scheme, agreement or understanding – [Section 102(1)]
Terms

Defined in
Chapter X-A

Definition

Step

Yes

“Step" includes a measure or an action, particularly one
of a series taken in order to deal with or achieve a
particular thing or object in the arrangement – Section
102(9)

Transaction

No

Defined in Section 92F for Transfer Pricing Provisions

Operation

No

Not defined in the Income-tax Act, 1961

Scheme

No

Not defined in the Income-tax Act, 1961

Agreement

No

Not defined in the Income-tax Act, 1961

Understanding

No

Not defined in the Income-tax Act, 1961
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GAAR – AS DEFINED IN CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
“Operation”
Madras High Court in The Anglo-French Textile Co. Ltd. vs. CIT in AIR 1951
Mad 597
We are unable to accept the contention that the word "operation" in Section
42(3) connotes a cross-section of the entire business of the assessee including
the purchase, manufacture and sale of the goods resulting in the realisation
of profits. The language of Section 42 Clause (s) is wide enough to include
systematic and regular purchases of raw materials through an established
agency in British India and this would be within the import of the term
"operation.“
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GAAR – AS DEFINED IN CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
“Scheme”
Supreme Court in State Of West Bengal & Ors vs Swapan Kumar Guha & Ors in
1982 AIR 949
A 'scheme,' according to the dictionary meaning of that word, is “a carefully
arranged and systematic program of action”, a “systematic plan for attaining
some object”, “a project”, “a system of correlated things”.
“Agreement”
Privy Council in Harnath Kaur v. Inder Bahadur Singh, AIR 1922 PC 403
Section 65 deals with (a) agreements and (b) contracts. The distinction between
them is apparent from Section 2. By Clause (e) every promise and every set of
promises forming the consideration for each other is an agreement, and by
Clause (h) an agreement enforceable by law is a contract.
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GAAR – AS DEFINED IN CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
“Understanding”
Supreme Court in Technip Sa vs Sms Holding (Pvt.) Ltd. & Ors in CA No. 92589265 of 2003 dated 11.05.2005
The nature of acting in concert requires that the definition be drawn in
deliberately wide terms. It covers an understanding as well as an agreement,
and an informal as well as a formal arrangement, which leads to co-operation
to purchase shares to acquire control of a company. This is necessary, as such
arrangements are often informal, and the understanding may arise from a
hint. The understanding may be tacit, and the definition covers situations
where the parties act on the basis of a “nod or a wink”.
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GAAR – AS DEFINED IN CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
“Alienation of any property”
Andhra Pradesh High Court in M/s.Sanofi Pasteur Holding SA vs. Department
of Revenue in W.P. Nos. 14212 of 2010, 3339 and 3358 of 2012 dated 15
February 2013
"Alienation" does not mean mere disposition of assets. It includes transfer of
assets as well.
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GAAR – AS DEFINED IN CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
“Tax benefit” - As defined u/s 102(10) of the Act –
(i)

A reduction or avoidance or deferral of tax or other amount payable
under the Act or as a result of a tax treaty;

(ii) An increase in a refund of tax or other amount that would be payable
under the Act or as a result of tax treaty; or
(iii) A reduction in total income including an increase in loss. in the
relevant previous year or any other previous year.
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GAAR – AS DEFINED IN CHAPTER X-A OF THE INCOME TAX ACT 1961
ARRANGEMENT - Deemed Lack of Commercial Substance – Section 97

Substance/effect
of
whole
arrangement is –
• inconsistent
or
with or
• Differs
significantly
from the form of its
individual steps or
a part

Involves or includes –
• Round trip financing;
• An accommodating
party;
• Elements that offset
or cancel each other;
or
• Disguises
value,
location,
source,
ownership,
or
control

or

Involves location
of –
• Asset
• Transaction or
• Place
of
residence
without
any
commercial
purposes other
than obtaining a
tax benefit

No regard given to the following factors –
1. period or time for which arrangement exists;
2. fact that taxes paid directly or indirectly; or
3. fact that an exit route is provided by the arrangement
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ROUND TRIP FINANCING – Section 97(2)

Round trip financing Includes any arrangement in which through a
series of transactions –
1. funds are transferred among the parties
2. without any commercial purpose except for obtaining the tax
benefit
Without having any regard to –
1. Tracing of funds among the parties;
2. Time or sequence of movement of funds among the parties; or
3. Means or manner or mode in which funds are transferred or
received
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ACCOMODATING PARTY – Section 97(3)

A party to an arrangement shall be an accommodating party, if the
main purpose of the direct or indirect participation of that party in
the arrangement, in whole or in part, is to obtain, directly or
indirectly, a tax benefit (but for the provisions of this Chapter) for
the assessee whether or not the party is a connected person in
relation to any party to the arrangement.
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CONSEQUENCES OF IMPERMISSIBLE AVOIDANCE ARRANGEMENT – Section 98

Wide discretion and authority to the tax authority, if an arrangement is
declared to be impermissible avoidance arrangement –
a) Disregarding, combining or re-characterising any step in, or a part
or whole of, the impermissible avoidance arrangement;
b) Treating the impermissible avoidance arrangement as if it had not
been entered into or carried out;

c) Disregarding any accommodating party or treating any
accommodating party and any other party as one and the same
person;
d) Deeming persons who are connected persons in relation to each
other to be one and the same person for the purposes of
determining tax treatment of any amount;
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CONSEQUENCES OF IMPERMISSIBLE AVOIDANCE ARRANGEMENT – Section 98

Wide discretion and authority to the tax authority, if an arrangement is
declared to be impermissible avoidance arrangement –
(e) Reallocating amongst the parties to the arrangement—
(i) any accrual, or receipt, of a capital nature or revenue nature;
or
(ii) any expenditure, deduction, relief or rebate;
(f) Treating—
(i) the place of residence of any party to the arrangement; or
(ii) the situs of an asset or of a transaction,
at a place other than the place of residence, location of the asset
or location of the transaction as provided under the arrangement;
or
(g) Considering or looking through any arrangement by disregarding
any corporate structure.
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CONSEQUENCES OF IMPERMISSIBLE AVOIDANCE ARRANGEMENT – Section 98

Wide discretion and authority to the tax authority, if an
arrangement is declared to be impermissible avoidance
arrangement –
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)

Equity
Debt
Debt
Equity
Accrual/receipt of a capital nature
revenue nature
Accrual/receipt of a revenue nature
capital nature
Re-characterising any expenditure, deduction, relief or rebate.
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WHETHER MAIN PURPOSE OF THE ARRANGEMENT IS TO OBTAIN TAX BENEFIT?

QUESTIONNAIRE

1. Intended objectives of the arrangement
2. Arrangement is as per normal business practices – If “NO”, then
reasons to substantiate the same

3. Arrangement is conducted at fair market value
4. Arrangement is commercially expedient
5. Necessary approvals taken for such arrangement
6. Benefits of the arrangement which outweigh the tax benefits
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GAAR PROCESS
AO considers the use of GAAR during
assessment proceedings
Disagrees

Notifies the Commissioner of Income Tax
(CIT)

Instructs AO accordingly

Agrees with the AO

Taxpayer does
not
Respond

Apply GAAR

CIT notifies the taxpayer providing an
opportunity to be heard
Responds & CIT agrees

Refer to the Approving Panel

Responds & CIT
agrees to taxpayer’s
objections

No GAAR

Approving Panel comprising a sitting or retired High Court Judge, a sitting
Chief Commissioner of Income Tax and an external independent academic
Approving Panel’s decision binding on both parties with an exception
that the aggrieved party can file writ petition in a High Court
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POEM vis-à-vis GAAR
Not an Indian
Company

No

Engaged in
active business

Engaged in passive
business

Yes
Majority of BOD meetings
conducted outside India

Yes

No

POEM
RISK

Yes

Primary Consideration
1. Identify key
managerial person
2. Identify place where
decisions are made

No POEM in India
O/S India

POEM
RISK

O/S India

POEM
RISK

In India

In India

Not clear
Secondary Consideration
1. Location of
substantial activity
2. Location of
maintenance of
accounting records
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GAAR Implementation
Guidelines
1.

Monetary threshold of INR 3 crores

2.

Not applicable to FIIs –
a) who is an assessee under the Act;
b) who has not taken benefit of an agreement referred to in section
90/section 90A as the case may be; and
c) who has invested in listed securities, or unlisted securities, with the
prior permission SEBI;

3.

A non-resident, in relation to investment made by him by way of offshore
derivative instruments or otherwise, directly or indirectly, in a FII
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GAAR vs. DTAA

Indian GAAR to override DTAAs
1. Vienna Convention – International Agreements are to be
interpreted in good faith, which therefore provides a leeway to
the signatory to take corrective measures to prevent abuse of a
treaty
2. OECD Commentary on Article 1 of the Model tax Convention – A
general anti abuse provision in the domestic law would not be in
conflict with the treaty, if it is in the nature of “ substance over
form rule”
3. GAAR should not apply where the treaty has a LOB clause in-built
into it. Any punitive action should only be on the basis of LOB
clause.
4. Further, it is only in cases of tax avoidance arrangements that
GAAR should get invoked, and not in cases of tax planning.
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GAAR – International Perspective
Anti abuse provisions viz., GAAR, Controlled Foreign Corporation (CFC),
Thin - Capitalization Rules already prevalent in many economies.
Countries where GAAR provisions exist includes - Australia, Canada, New
Zealand, Germany, France, Singapore, and recently China and South
Africa. Australia was first off the block in 1981. GAAR proposed to be
introduced in UK from 2013.
GAAR has been criticized worldwide even by international tax experts for
bringing uncertainty and ambiguity.
Still evolving in response to judicial pronouncements but has not been
withdrawn despite the criticism.
The trade-off between the uncertainty GAAR creates and the fact that
there will always be a need for general measure of last resort to curb tax
avoidance is a subject of debate worldwide.
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GAAR – International Perspective

Year

Canada

Australia

China

South Africa

1988

1981

2008

1941, Amended in 2008

Taxpayer
entered
into
a
scheme
for
the
‘sole or
dominant
purpose’
of
obtaining
a
tax
benefit

Enterprise entering into
arrangements without
reasonable commercial
purpose resulting in a
reduction of taxable
revenue or income.
Factors relevant:
a) form and substance;
b) time of establishment
&
duration
of
arrangement;
c) manner
of
implementation;
d) inter
connection
between
various
components of the
arrangement
e) financial impact; and
f) tax consequences

Sole or main purpose of
avoidance arrangement to
obtain a tax benefit &
contains one or more of
the following tainted
elements a) Entered into/carried
out in a way not
normally
employed
for bona fide business
purposes;
b) Lacks
commercial
substance,
wholly/
partly;
c) Not at an arm's length;
d) Results
in
direct/indirect misuse
of provisions of South
Africa Income Tax Act

Trigger “Avoidable
Event transaction”
which lacks
bona fide
non-tax
purpose
and which
results
in
misuse or
abuse
of
tax
laws
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GAAR – International Perspective

Burden
of Proof

Canada

Australia

China

South Africa

Onus on taxpayer
to disprove that:
• Transaction is an
avoidable
transaction;
and
• Tax benefit results
from transaction;
Thereafter burden
shifts to Canadian
Revenue Authority
(CRA) to establish
abusive tax
Avoidance

Onus on taxpayer
If taxpayer fails to
establish objective facts
under various prescribed
categories from which a
reasonable
person
would not conclude that
its dominant purpose in
entering or carrying out
the scheme was to
obtain a tax benefit, it is
deemed to have failed to
discharge its statutory
onus to Proof

Taxpayer
enterprise to
prove that
the
arrangement
has
reasonable
Commercial
Purpose

Onus
on
proving that
the
arrangement
is tainted lies
on Revenue.
Tax payer to
prove that
tax
avoidance
was not the
sole or main
objective

GAAR prevails

Treaty
prevails

Not specified

Treaty vs. GAAR prevails
GAAR
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GAAR – International Perspective

Year

UK

France

Germany

Netherlands

2013

2008

2008

1924

Tax
Administration
can restore the
true character of
an act if it is
fictitious
or
inspired by the
motive to evade
tax

An
inadequate
arrangement which
leads to a tax
benefit
not
provided by law or
choosing
an
inappropriate legal
structure having tax
benefit
without
significant non-tax
reasons

Contrary to the
purpose of the
Dutch
Tax
Legislation;

Trigger Narrow scope to
Event target
only
abusive,
contrived
and
artificial
arrangements;
To be applied in
exceptional cases
having
clear
evidence of an
extremely
aggressive
arrangement to
escape tax

Predominant aim
of avoiding tax
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GAAR – International Perspective

Burden
of Proof

UK

France

Onus on HMRC
to establish that
the arrangement
is abusive

Onus
on
Tax
Administration
except where tax
return is not filed or
due information not
provided or taxpayer
opposes
to
tax
inspection

Both partially;
Onus on Tax
Onus on Tax Inspector
Authorities but
the taxpayer has
to invalidate the
charge

GAAR prevails

Treaty prevails

Treaty vs. GAAR prevails
GAAR

Germany

Netherlands

Treaty prevails
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UK GAAR – Part ‘C’ of the General anti-abuse
rule (GAAR) guidance
(Approved by the GAAR Advisory Panel with
effect from 28 March 2018)
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Tax Advantage

increasing
deductions or
losses
decreasing
income or gains

obtaining timing
advantages

ensuring a
potential tax
charge does not
arise (or
reduced)
obtaining or
increasing
repayments of
tax

Actual tax position to be compared with another tax position.
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Tax Arrangements - Whether it would be reasonable to conclude that
obtaining of a tax advantage was Main purpose
of the
arrangement

where any nontax objective
was secondary
to the benefit
of obtaining
the tax
advantage

One of the main
purpose of the
arrangement

where the
arrangement
would not have
been carried out
were it not for
the opportunity
to obtain the tax
advantage

whether a
transaction
which would
otherwise
have occurred
has been
reshaped

entered into under
different terms
and conditions to
change
significantly the
tax result that
would otherwise
have arisen

where the desired tax result is
itself a substantial objective.
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Whether Tax Arrangements are Abusive

Key Elements

the concept of a reasonable course of action in relation to the
relevant tax provisions
comparing the substantive results of the arrangements with the
principles on which the relevant tax provisions are based, and with
the policy objectives of those provisions
seeing whether there are contrived or abnormal steps

seeing whether the arrangements are intended to exploit any
shortcomings in the relevant provisions
the ‘double reasonableness’ test – whether the arrangements
cannot reasonably be regarded as a reasonable course of action
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A reasonable course of action in relation to the relevant tax provisions

Situation 1 - Reasonable
X Airways wishing to replace aircraft fleet
Option 1
Purchase

Option 1
Sale &
Leaseback

Option 2
Lease
Raising Capital

Share
Capital

Borrow
Debt

Share Capital + Loan +
Accumulated Reserves

Situation 2 – Contrast to reasonable course
Losses in
Company A

Sell losses
Unrelated Parties

Substantial
Profits in
Company B
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Whether the means of achieving the results involves one or more contrived
or abnormal steps
Exploit some loophole in the tax rules

Transfer 26% shares

Transfer Property
Group A Ltd.

Unrelated
Company X Ltd.

Foreign
Nominee –
M Inc.

The words ’contrived’ and ’abnormal’ not defined; therefore will be applied in
their normal sense.
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Arrangements intended to exploit any shortcomings in the relevant tax
provisions

Example –
A new tax regime is introduced for certain types of transaction
1.

Accidental possibility of realising an economic profit without suffering a tax
charge, or

2.

Creating a tax loss without realising any economic loss.
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The ‘double reasonableness’ test – whether the arrangements ’cannot
reasonably be regarded as a reasonable course of action’

Whether there can be a
reasonably held view that
entering into or carrying out the
tax arrangements in question
was a reasonable course of
action.

Whether entering into or
carrying out the arrangements
was a reasonable course of
action in relation to the relevant
tax provisions
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Certain indicators of abusive tax arrangements

1.

Only if it were reasonable to assume that this was not the anticipated
result of the relevant tax provisions when they were enacted.

2.

Examples are – Arrangements resulting in
a)

Amount of income, profits or gains for tax purposes ˂ amount for
economic purposes

b) Deductions or losses of an amount for tax purposes ˃ amount for
economic purposes
c)

Claim for the repayment or crediting of tax (including foreign tax) that
has not been, and is unlikely to be, paid.
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Indicators of non-abusive tax arrangements

First Part

Whether the arrangements
accord with established practice.

Consideration of the arrangements & of
the ’established practice’
Reference to
published material
(whether from HMRC,
or text books or
articles in journals)

Other evidence common practice at
the relevant time of
entering the
arrangements
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Indicators of non-abusive tax arrangements

Second Part

HMRC had indicated its
acceptance of the practice at the
time the arrangements were
entered

Nature of HMRC’s acceptance

A statement to the effect that HMRC
considers that certain practices fall
within the intended scope of particular
legislative provisions
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Counteracting the tax advantage
1.

Sequence of steps leading to counteraction
Is there an arrangement which gives rise to a tax
advantage

Does the tax advantage relate to one of the taxes
to which the GAAR applies
Is it reasonable to conclude that the obtaining of
a tax advantage was the main purpose, or one of
the main purposes, of the arrangement
Is the arrangement abusive?
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What counteraction is intended to achieve
1.

Determining exact nature of advantage
Less
Straightforward

Straightforward

If the arrangement
is designed to
achieve a tax
loss/deductible
expense which
does not reflect
any economic loss
or expense, then
that loss or
expense will
simply be ignored.

Where the taxpayer carries out a transaction which
has real economic consequences and purpose

Does so by including steps or features in the
arrangement designed to

decrease the
amounts of income
chargeable to tax

increase allowable
expenditure to be set
against taxable
income.
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Expert Committee (2012) Final Report on
GAAR – Chaired by Dr. Shome
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 5A

Indian Company Indco

Loan Agreement

Company
incorporated in a
LTJ - X Ltd

Rate of Interest = Annual Profit of Indco x 100
Loan Amount

1.
2.
3.

High likelihood that it is equity investment; Rate of interest is directly based
on the rate of return, or profit of Indco
Could be viewed as an arrangement whose main purpose is to obtain a tax
benefit by claiming actual dividend payment as interest payment
Tainted element - Abnormal manner in which such a transaction is being
carried out which would not be so in case of a bona fide transaction (loan).
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 5A

Indian Company Indco

Loan Agreement

Company
incorporated in a
LTJ - X Ltd

Rate of Interest = Annual Profit of Indco x 100
Loan Amount
Consequences
1. Loan by X Ltd. would be treated as equity for tax purposes;
2. Interest payment would not be allowed as deduction; Re-characterized as
dividend;
3. DDT may be levied on the amount of payment made/credited to the account
of X Ltd. by way of claimed interest payment.
4. No corresponding adjustment allowed in the case of X Ltd. for recharacterisation of payment received from Indco as dividend (which would
have been exempt from taxation).
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 5B
Deposit

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

LTJ

Subco

Bank X Ltd.

India

Indco

Loan

Main purpose is to bring money out of reserves in Subco to India without
payment of due taxes.
Tax benefit = Saving of taxes on income to be received from Subco by way of
dividend or deemed dividend.
Arrangement disguises the source of funds by routing it through X Ltd. Bank.
X Ltd. bank may also be treated as an accommodating party.
Hence the arrangement shall be deemed to lack commercial substance.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 5B
Deposit
LTJ

Subco

Bank X Ltd.

India

Indco

Loan

Consequences
In the case of Indco –
1. Loan amount would be treated as dividend income received from Subco to
the extent reserves are available in Subco;
2. No expense by way of interest would be allowed
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 5B
Deposit
LTJ

Subco

Bank X Ltd.

India

Indco

Loan

Consequences
In the case of bank X Ltd –
1. Exemption from tax on interest under the DTAA may not be allowed as X
Ltd is not a beneficial owner of the interest (provided the DTAA has antiavoidance rule of beneficial ownership)
2. If such anti-avoidance rule is absent in DTAA, then GAAR may be invoked
to deny treaty benefit as arrangement will be perceived as an attempt to
hide the source of funds of Subco.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 7

NTJ

Subco

Debt
India

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Indco

X Ltd.

Indco incorporates a Subco in a NTJ with equity of US$100.
Subco gives a loan of US$100 to another Indian company (X Ltd.) at the rate
of 10% p.a.
X Ltd. claims deduction of interest payable to Subco from the profit of
business.
There is no other activity in Subco.
Can GAAR be invoked in such a case?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 7

NTJ

Subco

Debt
India

Indco

X Ltd.

Consequences
1. Arrangement appears to be to avoid payment of tax on interest income by
Indco in the case loan is directly provided by Indco to X Ltd.
2. Involves round tripping of funds even though the funds emanating from
Indco are not traced back to Indco in this case.
3. Arrangement may be deemed to lack commercial substance.
4. In the case of Indco, Subco may be disregarded and the interest income
may be taxed in the hands of Indco.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 9

A company sets off losses in the stock market against gains which is aimed at
balancing the portfolio.
Consequences
1. Sale/purchase through stock market transactions would not come under
GAAR provisions.
2. Timing of a transaction by a taxpayer would not be questioned under GAAR.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 11

Country F2

Y Ltd.

WOS
Country F1

Funding for shares
done by Y Ltd

A Ltd.

Shares of X Ltd acquired by A Ltd
India

1.
2.

3.

X Ltd.

A Ltd. is incorporated in country F1 as a WOS of company Y Ltd. which is not
a resident of F1 or of India.
The India-F1 tax treaty provides for non-taxation of capital gains in India (the
source country) and country F1 charges no capital gains tax in its domestic
law.
Some shares of X Ltd., an Indian company, acquired by A Ltd in the year after
date of coming into force of GAAR provisions.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 11

Country F2

Y Ltd.

WOS
Country F1

Funding for shares
done by Y Ltd

A Ltd.

Shares of X Ltd acquired by A Ltd
India

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

X Ltd.

Entire funding for investment by A Ltd. in X Ltd. was done by Y Ltd.
These shares are subsequently disposed of by A Ltd after 5 years.
This results in capital gains which A Ltd. claims as not being taxable in India
by virtue of the India-F1 tax treaty.
A Ltd. has not made any other transaction during this period.
Can GAAR be invoked?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 11
Country F2

Y Ltd.

WOS
Country F1

Funding for shares
done by Y Ltd

A Ltd.

Shares of X Ltd acquired by A Ltd
India

X Ltd.

Consequences
1. Arrangement created with the main purpose of avoiding capital gains tax in
India by routing investments through a favourable jurisdiction.
2. Neither a commercial purpose nor commercial substance in terms of
business risks or cash flow to Y Ltd in setting up A Ltd.
3. Immaterial whether A Ltd has office, employee etc in country F1.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 11
Country F2

Y Ltd.

WOS
Country F1

Funding for shares
done by Y Ltd

A Ltd.

Shares of X Ltd acquired by A Ltd
India

X Ltd.

Consequences
4. Both the purpose test and tainted element tests satisfied for the purpose
of invoking GAAR.
5. Unless it is a case where Circular 789 relating Tax Residence Certificate in
the case of Mauritius, or LOB Clause in India-Singapore treaty is applicable,
the Revenue may invoke GAAR and consequently deny treaty benefit
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 12B

India

X Ltd.

Buyback Offer to all 3 shareholders
Y Ltd. accepts buyback offer

Country C1

Country C2

1.
2.

3.

4.
5.

Y Ltd.
D Ltd.

E Ltd.

3 shareholders of company X Ltd. i.e., Y Ltd. (resident-country C1), D Ltd. and
E Ltd.. (resident of country C2).
All 3 are AEs. DTAA with C2 provides India the right of taxation of capital
gains as per domestic law.
After GAAR coming into force, X Ltd. makes an offer of buy back of shares to
all 3 shareholders. Only company Y Ltd. accepts that offer, D Ltd. & E Ltd.
decline.
In the process, all accumulated reserves of X Ltd are exhausted and Y Ltd.
does not pay any tax in India.
Can this be questioned under GAAR?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 12B

India

X Ltd.

Buyback Offer to all 3 shareholders
Y Ltd. accepts buyback offer

Country C1

Country C2

Y Ltd.
D Ltd.

E Ltd.

Consequences
1. No dividends distributed by X Ltd. since 1.4.2003, the day the DDT was
implemented.
2. Subsequently X Ltd. obtained tax benefit by not declaring dividend and
passing this on as exempt capital gain in the hands of connected company Y
Ltd.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 12B

India

X Ltd.

Buyback Offer to all 3 shareholders
Y Ltd. accepts buyback offer

Country C1

Country C2

Y Ltd.
D Ltd.

E Ltd.

Consequences
3. Buyback of shares accepted only by company Y Ltd. and not by other
shareholders companies D Ltd. and E Ltd.
4. D Ltd and E Ltd would have invited capital gains tax by accepting such offer.
5. Appears to be a dubious method; at the same time, there may or may not
be genuine commercial reasons for D Ltd and E Ltd for not accepting the
buyback offer by X Ltd.
6. Revenue may examine the arrangement under GAAR to ascertain the
economic substance and main purpose of the arrangement.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 13

Country F2 (NTJ)

G Ltd.

INDIA

V Ltd.

1.
2.
3.

H Ltd.

100%

A Ltd.

X Ltd.

The shares of V Ltd., an asset owning Indian company, was held by another
Indian company X Ltd.
X Ltd. was in turn held by two companies G Ltd. and H Ltd., incorporated in
country F2, a NTJ.
The India-F2 tax treaty provides for non-taxation of capital gains in the
source country and country F2 charges no capital gains tax in its domestic
law.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 13

Country F2 (NTJ)

G Ltd.

INDIA

V Ltd.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

H Ltd.

100%

A Ltd.

X Ltd.

X Ltd. was liquidated by consent and without any Court Decree.
This resulted in transfer of the asset/shares from X Ltd., to G Ltd. and H Ltd.
Subsequently companies G Ltd and H Ltd sold the shares of V Ltd to A Ltd.
which was incorporated in F2.
The companies G Ltd and H Ltd claimed benefit of tax treaty and the
resultant gains from the transaction are claimed to be not taxable.
Can GAAR be invoked to deny treaty benefit?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 13
Country F2 (NTJ)

G Ltd.

H Ltd.

A Ltd.

INDIA

V Ltd.

100%

X Ltd.

Consequences
Alternative courses available to taxpayer to achieve the same result (with or
without the tax benefit) are:
(i) Option 1 (as mentioned in facts): X Ltd. liquidated, G Ltd. and H Ltd.
become shareholders of V Ltd.; A Ltd. acquires shares from G Ltd. and H
Ltd.; and becomes shareholder of V Ltd.
(ii) Option 2: A Ltd. acquires shares of X Ltd. from G Ltd. and H Ltd.; X Ltd. is
liquidated; and A Ltd. becomes shareholder of V Ltd.
(iii) Option 3: X Ltd. sells its entire shareholding in V Ltd. to A Ltd. and
subsequently, X Ltd is liquidated.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 13
Country F2 (NTJ)

G Ltd.

H Ltd.
A Ltd.

INDIA

V Ltd.

100%

X Ltd.

Consequences
1. Options 1 & 2 - No tax liability in India except the deemed dividend taxation
to the extent reserves are available in X Ltd. This is because of the treaty
between India and country F1.
2. Option 3 - Tax liability arises to X Ltd., an Indian company, on sale of shares
of V Ltd. Subsequently, when X Ltd. is liquidated, tax liability arises on
account of deemed dividend to the extent reserves are available in X Ltd.
3. The taxpayer exercises the most tax efficient manner in disposal of its
assets through proper sequencing of transactions.
4. The Revenue cannot invoke GAAR as regards this arrangement.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 15
A Ltd.
Country F4
K Ltd.

L Ltd.

9.95%
INDIA

1.

2.

3.

9.95%
Indco

Under India-F4 DTAA, any capital gains arising from the sale of shares of
Indco, an Indian company would be taxable only in F4 if the transferor is a
resident of F4 except where the transferor holds more than 10% interest in
the capital stock of Indco.
A company, A Ltd., being resident in F4, invests in Indco through two WOS (K
Ltd. and L Ltd.) located in F4. Each subsidiary holds 9.95% shares in Indco,
the total adding to 19.9% of equity of Indco. The subsidiaries sell the shares
of Indco and claim exemption (as each holding less than 10% equity shares
in the Indian company).
Can GAAR be invoked to deny treaty benefit?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 15
A Ltd.

Country F4
K Ltd.

L Ltd.

9.95%
INDIA

9.95%
Indco

Consequences
1. Splitting the investment through two subsidiaries appears to be with the
intention of obtaining tax benefit under the treaty.
2. No commercial substance in creating 2 subsidiaries as they do not change
the economic condition of investor A Ltd. in any manner (i.e., on business
risks or cash flow), and reveals a tainted element of abuse of tax laws.
3. Arrangement - an impermissible avoidance arrangement under GAAR.
4. Treaty benefit would be denied by ignoring K and L, the two subsidiaries, or
by treating K and L as one and the same company for tax computation
purposes.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 16

1.
2.
3.
4.

Country C1

M Ltd.

Country F5

A Ltd.

INDIA

Z Ltd.

A Ltd. is a resident of country F5 and is wholly owned by company M Ltd. in
country C1.
M Ltd. is a financial company with substantial reserves and is looking for
investments in India.
M Ltd uses A Ltd, its subsidiary company, to route its investment in Z Ltd., an
Indian company, whereby A Ltd purchases the shares of Z Ltd.
Later, A Ltd sells the shares of Z Ltd to C Ltd., another company, and realizes
capital gains.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 16

1.
2.
3.
4.

Country C1

M Ltd.

Country F5

A Ltd.

INDIA

Z Ltd.

A Ltd. is a resident of country F5 and is wholly owned by company M Ltd. in
country C1.
M Ltd. is a financial company with substantial reserves and is looking for
investments in India.
M Ltd uses A Ltd, its subsidiary company, to route its investment in Z Ltd., an
Indian company, whereby A Ltd purchases the shares of Z Ltd.
Later, A Ltd sells the shares of Z Ltd to C Ltd., another company, and realizes
capital gains.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 16

1.

2.

3.

Country C1

M Ltd.

Country F5

A Ltd.

INDIA

Z Ltd.

Country 5- India DTAA - A shell/conduit company is not eligible for capital
gains exemption in India. (However, a company shall not be deemed to be a
shell/conduit company if its total annual expenditure on operations in
country F5 is ≥ $ 200,000/- in the immediately preceding period of 24
months from the date the gains arise.)
A Ltd claims that capital gains are not taxable in India as it is not a shell
company as per the relevant DTAA Protocol since it incurred $250,000/- as
annual operating business expenses.
Can GAAR be invoked when LOB clause is satisfied?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 16

Country C1

M Ltd.

Country F5

A Ltd.

INDIA

Z Ltd.

Consequences
1. As A Ltd. has satisfied the LOB (SAAR) conditions, it cannot be treated as a
shell/conduit company.
2. Hence GAAR cannot be invoked on the ground of A Ltd. being a conduit
company or that it lacks commercial substance.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 17

Z Ltd.

INDIA

Country P

Purchase of Goods
Sale of Goods

Country Q

1.
2.
3.

4.

Subsidiary
Country A - LTJ

Z Ltd., an Indian company, is in the business of import and export of certain
goods. It purchases goods from Country P and sells the same in country Q.
It sets up a subsidiary in Country A – a zero / low tax jurisdiction.
The director of Z Ltd. finalizes the contracts in India but shows the
documentation of the purchase and sale in Country A. The day to day
management operations are carried out in India. The goods move from P
directly to Q. The transactions are recorded in the books of subsidiary in
country A, where the profits are tax exempt.
Can GAAR be invoked?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 17

Z Ltd.

INDIA

Country P

Purchase of Goods
Subsidiary

Country Q

Sale of Goods

Country A - LTJ

Consequences
1. Z Ltd. misrepresents the facts by showing on paper that everything is done
outside India and therefore, nothing is taxable in India. This would be a case
of tax evasion and not GAAR;
or
1. Z Ltd. represents that certain operations relating to A, its subsidiary, are
carried out in India but it is not taxable under the relevant DTAA as these
operations do not constitute a PE in India. Not a case of tax avoidance but
of determination of facts to ascertain whether there is a PE or not.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 17

Z Ltd.

INDIA

Country P

Purchase of Goods
Subsidiary

Country Q

1.
2.
3.

4.

Sale of Goods

Country A - LTJ

Investigation should reveal if it is a case of correct reporting of facts or a
mis-representation.
It would be tax evasion in case of mis-representation.
Further, if any activity is being carried out by Z Ltd for A Ltd, then Z Ltd is
required to be compensated at arm‘s length price which would be covered
by specific anti-avoidance rules.
Hence, it is not a fit case for invoking GAAR.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 19

1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

An employee of a company R is to receive a bonus in the form of
preferential shares or salary.
The employee subscribes for preferential shares of the employer company.
The preferential shares are purchased by a connected company of R, or are
redeemable at a premium (which is pre-decided with the employer) that
reflects a portion of the employee‘s annual salary or bonus, after a period of
one year.
The employee thus receives the income as long term capital gain instead of
salary and saves in taxes.
Can GAAR be invoked?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 19
Consequences
1. Investigation will reveal if tax avoidance is embedded in the arrangement.
2. If the employee has been given the option of taking salary or bonus in the
form of shares, then there is a risk attached to it. In this case, there is no tax
avoidance.
3. However, if every employee‘s remuneration package comprises a mix of
shares and salary in a fixed proportion, then the implications are different.
4. In the latter case, the acquisition of the preferential shares becomes part of
an arrangement designed to avoid the tax that would have been required
to be paid on salary.
5. The main purpose of the arrangement is to obtain the tax benefit.
6. The tainted elements are misuse of the tax provisions and the
arrangement being not for bona fide purposes.
7. The Revenue would invoke GAAR with regard to this arrangement and
consequently, in the case of the employee, capital gains would be recharacterised as salary.
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 22
1.
2.

Y Tech Ltd. is a company resident of country C1.
It enters into an agreement with Z Energy Ltd., an Indian company for setting
up a power plant in India. It is a composite contract for an agreed price of
US$ 100million.
3. The payment has been split in the following parts as per separate
agreements
(i)
US$ 10 million for design of power plant outside India (payment for
which is taxable at 10% on gross basis)
(ii) US$ 70 million for offshore supplies of equipment etc (not taxable as
no role is played by any PE in India. There are not subject to import
duty)
(iii) US$ 20 million for local supplies and installation charges (taxable on
net income basis)
4. FMV of offshore design is about USD 30 million; therefore it is under
invoiced. On the other hand, offshore supplies were over invoiced. The
arrangement resulted in significant tax benefit to the taxpayer. Can GAAR be
invoked in such a case?
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Illustrative cases of GAAR applicability – Example 22
Consequences
1. The allocation of price to different parts of the contract has been decided
in such a manner as to reduce tax liability of the foreign company in India.
2.

Both conditions for declaring an arrangement as impermissible are satisfied.
(i) The main purpose of this arrangement is to obtain tax benefit; and
(ii) the transactions are not at arm‘s length.

3.

Consequently, GAAR may be invoked and prices would be reallocated
based on arm‘s length price of each part of the contract determined as per
transfer pricing regulations under the Act.

4.

However, it is clarified that GAAR provisions in such cases may be invoked
only where there is an overall benefit in reallocation of prices to different
parts of the overall contract.

5.

For instance, where import duty is levied on offshore supplies, it may not
result in any net gain on reallocation of prices; or where offshore designs are
not taxable as per the relevant DTAA.
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Questions and Answers

Thank you !
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